Find general information and reference materials for Wise.

- **OCLC Community Center**
  
  Find information about how to access and make the most of the OCLC Community Center.
  
  - Sign in to the OCLC Community Center
  - OCLC Community Center profiles
  - Make the most of the OCLC Community Center
  - Enhancement suggestion process

- **General glossary**

  Find definitions of commonly used terms in Wise.

- **Wise MARC mapping**

  Learn how MARC 21 bibliographic data is mapped to fields in MySQL, the Wise Client, and the Wise catalog.
  
  - 0XX Fields
  - 1XX Fields
  - 2XX Fields
  - 3XX Fields
  - 4XX Fields
  - 5XX Fields
  - 6XX Fields
  - 7XX Fields
  - 8XX Fields
  - 9XX Fields

- **Keyboard shortcuts**

  Learn how to use keyboard shortcuts in the Wise client and Wise configuration manager.
• Client keyboard shortcuts
• Wise configuration manager keyboard shortcuts

• Closing the library for an extended period
  No image available
  Find the steps necessary to complete when your library is closed for an extended period of time.
  • Instructions for closing a library for an extended period

• Browser compatibility chart
  No image available
  Find browser compatibility information for Wise OPAC and console.

• Release notes
  No image available
  Find release notes for Wise and Wise Joomla. Find links to Wise weekly updates.